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RX/Branded Drugs

Studies Support Efficacy of Gensco Transdermal Analgesics
INVERNESS, Fla. — A two-yearold company based here says two recent studies show that its transdermal
drugs can significantly reduce pain.
Executives at Gensco Laboratories
say the studies show that the company’s prescription-strength, homeopathic transdermal pain and inflammation gels are extremely effective at
treating these conditions.
President and chief executive of-

ficer Carlos Alfaras notes that in a
study done at the Andrews Institute
in Pensacola, Fla., earlier this year on
people suffering from pain after knee
and shoulder operations, Gensco’s
SpeedGel Rx was found to provide so
much relief that these patients were
able to stop taking a narcotic pain
reliever. And a second study conducted earlier this summer found that
SpeedGel showed what Alfaras calls

“tremendous results on bruising after
just six days.”
Further studies are under way to determine the formula’s effect on bone
bruising, he says.
“As only laser-induced bruising on
the inner arm was studied, it remains
to be seen if this result can be generalized to postoperative bruises of other
etiologies and at other anatomical
sites,” the company wrote in its report

on the study. “It is also interesting to
speculate whether pretreatment with
SpeedGel Rx would be protective
against postoperative bruising.
Alfaras says Gensco’s products
and the studies that support their
effectiveness are just the first steps
in making transdermal medications
more widespread. “We are just touching the potential of what can be done
transdermally,” he says. “This is a

delivery system that has boundless
potential.”
Alfaras notes, for instance, that
Gensco is on the verge of beginning a
clinical study on a transdermal medicine to treat gout. A study on a cancer
drug is about two years away.
All of Gensco’s formulas — SpeedGel Rx, Lido Rx and TranzGel — are
offered in metered doses to ensure
that patients use the correct amounts.
“With pills and capsules and even
with certain liquids, it’s easy to measure out the precise dose,” Alfaras says.
“With a gel, however, its not nearly
as easy. That is why we developed the
metered dosages. We wanted to make
sure the patient is using the exact
amount that the physician prescribes.”
Alfaras notes that transdermal
medications differ from topical formulations in that they penetrate deep
into the body’s tissues. For its part,
Gensco uses a patented isopeutic
technology that sends the medication
directly to the injured tissues beneath
the skin.
As the medication is rapidly absorbed through the skin, the process
of healing and inflammation relief
can help the patient recover more
quickly and efficiently, Alfaras says.

Safety of PPIs
Is Questioned
After Study
NEW YORK — An study on animals has raised safety questions
about heartburn drugs in humans.
The popular acid reflux medications known as proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) may raise the risk of
heart disease, according to research
in the current issue of Circulation,
the journal of the American Heart
Association.
Research by John Cooke, clinical
professor and chair of the department of cardiovascular sciences at
Houston Methodist Hospital, found
that stomach acid-suppressing PPIs
— under the brand names Prilosec,
Nexium and Prevacid — may cause
blood vessels to constrict, reducing
blood flow.
Studying mouse and human tissue cultures, the researchers found
that PPIs led to an estimated 25%
increase in a chemical messenger
called ADMA (asymmetric dimethylarginine), which is considered a cardiovascular risk factor.
ADMA suppresses blood vessels’
ability to produce nitric oxide, a relaxant that protects artery walls. Nitric oxide is so important to cardiovascular health that its discovery was
honored with a Nobel Prize in 1998.
In the study, PPIs reduced the ability
of mouse blood vessels to relax by an
average of more than 30%.
“We also found the same effect
in human blood vessels,” explained
Cooke. “Blood vessels need to be
able to contract and open up to control blood flow.”
Researchers are calling for a largescale study to determine if PPIs pose
a risk to heart health.

